Functional MR imaging of human motor unit fasciculation in
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis.
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Abstract:
A novel diffusion-weighted MRI protocol sensitive to contraction of individual skeletal motor units
was developed. We applied this technique to the lower limb muscles of 4 patients with confirmed ALS
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and six healthy controls. A 3-minute scan revealed florid fasciculation in ALS patients, involving both

superficial and deep muscles, and at a frequency higher than in healthy controls. This novel imaging

technique reveals hitherto unobtainable information on human motor unit structure and function, which

may allow earlier diagnosis and recruitment to clinical trials.
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Introduction:
Patients with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) typically wait 12 months between symptom onset
and definitive diagnosis, a figure that has remained stubbornly unchanged in the last 40 years [1, 2].
This prevents the early instigation of life-prolonging therapies, and hampers timely recruitment into
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clinical trials [3].
A hallmark of ALS is the presence of fasciculation; random and irregular muscle twitching produced
by involuntary activation of individual skeletal motor units. Although occasionally seen in healthy
muscle (‘benign fasciculation’), it occurs with far greater frequency and extent in ALS. Fasciculation is
a promising biomarker for earlier diagnosis and disease monitoring since its occurrence precedes motor
unit death. This was recognized in the latest revision of the electro-diagnostic criteria for ALS which

give equal weight to fasciculation as to electrophysiological markers of motor unit loss (fibrillation
potentials and positive sharp waves) in the presence of neurogenic change on electromyography [4].
MRI imaging of muscle is an emerging area of interest in ALS [5, 6], but the techniques used to date

are sensitive only to fluid shifts secondary to motor unit loss and do not detect functional changes in
surviving motor units such as fasciculation [7]. Diffusion Weighted MRI scans collected in our
laboratory and others [8] observed spontaneous, short-lived and well-circumscribed signal voids with
diameters of 5-15mm in healthy lower limb muscles (fig 1A,B). This is remarkably similar to published
estimates of human motor unit diameter based on scanning electromyography [9]. Further studies have

shown that these voids are usually preceded by electrical activity recorded using surface
electromyography but have not determined the anatomical substrate in which they are generated [10].
We hypothesised that the signal drop-out was caused by the bulk movement of water resulting from the
contraction of individual motor units rather than simple diffusion. If so, this could provide a novel
means of detecting pathological fasciculation in patients with ALS.

We first developed a novel DWI imaging sequence (Motor Unit MRI or MUMRI) sensitive to
micrometer-scale movements in skeletal muscle. By delivering electrical motor nerve stimulation
during scan acquisition in healthy controls we showed that the observed voids had properties consistent

with the contraction of individual motor units. Finally, we applied the technique in patients with ALS
to demonstrate the clinical potential of MUMRI as non-invasive and pain-free means of detecting

fasciculation.
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Methods:
Six healthy subjects (6 male/ age 24-47) were scanned in a 3T Achieva X scanner (Philips Medical
Systems) with a pair of 10cm elliptical flexible surface coils (FlexM) positioned on each side of the leg
(fig 1C). A pair of 15×20 mm MR compatible electrodes (Spes Medica) were placed over the left
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common peroneal nerve and connected to a programmable stimulator (Digitimer DS5) via MR
compatible co-axial cables with low-pass filters (Minicircuits) at the Faraday cage.
Scans were collected using a diffusion weighted SE-EPI sequence with sensitization along the
predominant muscle fiber axis (1.5×1.5mm resolution, 10mm slice, TR/TE=1000/36ms,
Δ/δ=18.5/4.5ms). Scans were collected during full muscle relaxation and during gradually increasing
electrical stimulation (60 stimuli increasing by 0.05 mA per acquisition) time-locked to the scan cycle.
Scan series were acquired with b-values of 0 (control), 10 and 20 s/mm2 and repeated twice for

reproducibility.
For each pixel the signal mean and variance was calculated from 20 images acquired at rest. Maps of
motor unit activity at each stimulus current were created by selecting pixels with signal more than 5 SD
below baseline. Motor unit outline was drawn in ImageJ (imagej.nih.gov), and the minimum and
maximum Feret dimension calculated.
Four of the control subjects (4 males, age 31-47 yrs) and 4 patients with Awaji-defined probable or
definite ALS (3 males, age 33-69 yrs, 2-5 months from diagnosis, table 1) were also imaged without
electrical stimulation. Each session lasted approximately 30 minutes and was well-tolerated by all
participants. Images were obtained from 6 slices below the knee, each 10mm thick, at b-value 250
s/mm2. Scans (4,320 in total) were visually inspected and the number of spontaneous signal voids

compared between patients and controls. The % area of fasciculating muscle was calculated by
dividing the number of connected pixels with signal more than 5 SD below baseline by the total
number of muscle pixels. When multiple clusters of connected pixels were observed in the same image
frame, each was measured independently. The Shapiro-Wilk test statistic, skew and kurtosis of the
grouped data were compatible with a normal distribution and hence were compared using the Student’s
t-test. All calculations were performed off-line using purpose written scripts running in Matlab.
Studies in healthy controls and patients were approved by the Newcastle University Ethics committee
(ref. 16PL000041) and South West-Central Bristol Research Ethics Committee (ref. 17/SC/0440)
respectively. All subjects gave written informed consent prior to inclusion.
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Results:
Gradually increasing stimulation of the peroneal nerve produced signal voids in the peroneus longus
and tibialis anterior muscles with diameters between 3.2 and 19.7mm (mean 10.3 mm) (fig 1D left
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hand panel). Moving the electrodes to the tibial nerve produced a similar pattern in the gastrocnemius
muscle (fig 1D right hand panel). Voids appeared in a defined sequence of discrete regions which
appeared in an ‘all or nothing’ manner, and comprised multiple widely spaced pixels within an

approximately oval outline. With increasing stimulation these regions progressively overlapped to
cover most of the cross sectional area of the muscle (fig 2A). Repeating the stimulation several minutes
apart produced an almost identical recruitment sequence (figure 2B), consistent with the sequential
activation of the same population of motor units.
We next shifted the nerve stimulation between -80 and +400ms in 8ms steps in relation to the imaging

window. Voids appeared with a latency of 20-25ms following nerve stimulation (consistent with action
potential conduction in the peroneal nerve and excitation-contraction coupling in the muscle fibres),
peaking after 25-50ms followed by a slower decay back to baseline by 125-150ms (figure 2C). This

time course closely matches that of twitch-tension measurements in electrically stimulated human
motor units [11] and is consistent with the rapid contraction and slower relaxation of muscle
sarcomeres.
Having demonstrated that our imaging protocol was sensitive to the contraction of individual motor
units we tested whether our technique could detect spontaneous motor unit fasciculation in patients
with ALS. Since fasciculations are inherently unpredictable, the sensitivity of the MUMRI scan was
increased (b=250s/mm2) and data was collected over a 3 minute window.
Figure 2D shows spontaneous motor unit fasciculation in a patient (top) and a healthy control (bottom).
Occasional fasciculation was seen in controls in keeping with previous observations. In contrast, motor
unit fasciculation in the patients was far more frequent (mean 99.1 / minute, range 25.7-161 in patients
vs 7.7 / minute, range 4.3-9.7 in controls, p<0.05, Students t-test). Two or three simultaneous voids
were seen in 9.9 and 1.9% of patient images respectively, consistent with fasciculation of more than
one motor unit. Multiple fasciculations were never seen in controls. Supplementary video 1 displays the
patient data as a time series illustrating the random and unpredictable pattern of the detected signal
voids characteristic of motor unit fasciculation.
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The cross sectional area in which fasciculation was detected was also significantly higher in patients
than controls (15.9%, SD 2.8 vs 2.9%, SD 1.6, p<0.05, Students t-test) and involved both superficial
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(tibialis anterior) and deep muscles (soleus and medial gastrocnemius).
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Discussion.
This work presents the first use of MR imaging to characterise the activity of individual motor units in
human muscles and demonstrates its potential as a diagnostic modality in ALS.
We believe the observed signal voids represent the contraction of individual motor units on the basis
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that: their occurence is time-locked to motor nerve stimulation; they appear in a reproducible ‘all-or-

nothing’ sequence of spatially discrete regions in response to incrementally increasing electrical

stimulation; their diameters are comparable to that of human motor units; and their temporal profile
matches that of single motor unit contraction.

Although the imaging protocol used in this study is novel, it uses sequences available on any modern
MRI scanner. We chose to study the lower limb muscles since the alignment of the muscle fibres, and
hence the optimum diffusion imaging gradient vector, is predictable. With further development, the
MUMRI technique should be applicable to other body regions with more complex muscle fibre
arrangements such as the upper limbs, paraspinal muscles and tongue.
Applying the technique in ALS patients revealed florid fasciculation in both superficial and deep

muscles throughout the lower limb. A 3-minute scan revealed up to 300 fasciculations, far higher than
could be detected using electromyography or ultrasound [12, 13]. This is perhaps not surprising since

the volume of muscle sampled with an EMG needle (1-2mm3) or with ultrasound (500-1000mm3) is

small compared to the volume of each MUMRI slice (~75,000mm3). Whether this apparent increase in
sensitivity translates to earlier diagnosis will require prospective studies comparing these different
diagnostic modalities. Even if more sensitive, MUMRI is unlikely to reveal the fine detail of motor unit
structure seen with needle electromyography, cannot compete with ultrasound in ease of use and cost,
and is unlikely to replace these established techniques altogether. However; it is pain-free, and reveals
spatio-temporal information on motor unit shape, distribution and recruitment sequence not obtainable
with any other current method. It is this addition of a dynamic component to current muscle MRI
techniques that offers the greatest potential, and shifts the field from a purely structural to a functional
one. In this way, MUMRI may reveal novel insights into the pathophysiology of ALS, as well as
providing an additional tool for diagnosing and monitoring patients.
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Figure 1. MUMRI reveals regional skeletal muscle activation in healthy controls.
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A) T1 weighted cross sectional image of left lower leg approximately 8cm below the knee showing
skeletal muscle anatomy. B) Example of 2 consecutive DWI scans collected 3s apart at the same level,
showing a spontaneously occurring signal void in the soleus muscle (red circle). C) Illustration of the
experimental setup for MUMRI showing volunteer on the scanner bed with leg placed in the foot
immobilisation device, elliptical receiver coils and stimulating electrodes placed over the peroneal
nerve at the fibular head. D) Sixty overlayed MUMRI images obtained during gradually increasing
electrical stimulation of the peroneal nerve (left) and tibial nerve (right). Pixels are colour coded
according to the first slice on which signal change occurred, showing sequential activation of discrete
regions within the stimulated muscles.

Figure 2. Evoked and spontaneous motor unit activity in healthy controls and patients with ALS.
A) Pixel-wise analysis showing recruitment of discrete regions within TA muscle with gradually
increasing electrical stimulation (red regions) as in figure 1D. An almost identical pattern is revealed by
repeating the stimulation series 5 minutes later (green regions), suggesting recruitment of the same
motor neuron pool. B) Integrated MUMRI signal change over the entire TA muscle (blue region) in
response to gradually increasing electrical stimulation. No signal is seen until a stimulating current of
4.5mA following which an approximately sigmoidal increase in signal is seen (solid blue line).
Repeating the stimulation series 5 minutes later (dashed blue line) produces an almost identical
recruitment pattern. A control region over the unstimulated gastrocnemius muscle (yellow line) shows
no change in signal. C) Temporal profile of MUMRI signal (shown inverted for clarity) from a single
voxel within tibialis anterior. Peroneal nerve stimulation produces a rapid increase in signal within 30
ms followed by a slower decay back to baseline by 150 ms. D) Upper panel; T1 weighted image of
patient’s leg muscles (left) with overlay of MUMRI imaging taken at rest and without electrical
stimulation (right). Colour bar represents the number of times a given pixel dropped below a threshold
of 5 SD from baseline within a 3-minutes scan period (180 images). Highly active regions are seen
within the soleus and medial gastrocnemius muscles. Lower panel shows a healthy control; occasional
active pixels are seen throughout the slice, but not in any localized arrangement.
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Table 1; Clinical and electrophysiological characteristics of ALS patients.
Age

Time
since
diagnosis

ALS
classification
(Awaji)

Clinical features

Clinical
evidence of
lower limb
fasciculation

EMG
evidence of
lower limb
fasciculation

01

51

3 months

Probable

Spastic dysarthria, upper and
lower limb weakness

-

-

02

33

5 months

Definite

Spastic dysarthria, left arm
and leg weakness,
hyperreflexia

-

-

03

58

2 months

Definite

Dysarthria, upper and lower
limb fasciculation,
hyperreflexia

+

n/a

04

69

3 months

Probable

Upper and lower limb
weakness, upper limb and
proximal lower limb
fasciculation

+

n/a
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